“So teach us to number our days
that we may grow wise in heart.”
—Psalm 90
“They are not dead
Who live in hearts they leave behind.”

It is with this thought that we remember, with loving and grateful hearts, our dear friends…

Stan Berliner
August 16, 1936–April 22, 2020

David Brown
April 3, 1945–August 12, 2020

Sheila Brown
May 20, 1945–August 14, 2020

Rayna Jacobs (Kroman)
March 29, 1947–December 23, 2019

Evelyn Karin
October 13, 1994–February 10, 2020

Pearl Rosenthal
February 18, 1927–May 30, 2020

Ron Roth
December 11, 1929–February 5, 2020

Lido Scardigli
May 20, 1932–April 10, 2020

Doris Schwarz-Lisenbee
September 29, 1946–September 15, 2020

Meme Siegel
May 26, 1932–May 13, 2020

“The memory of the righteous is for blessing.”
The 23rd Psalm
A Psalm of David

With God as my shepherd I shall not want.
The Eternal makes me lie down in green pastures,
leads me beside the still waters,
restores my soul,
guides me in straight paths for the sake of God’s name.
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
I will fear no evil, for You are with me;
Your rod and Your staff—they comfort me.
You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies;
You have anointed my head with oil; my cup overflows.
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life;
and I shall dwell in the house of the Eternal forever.

5781 Yizkor Services

Simchat Torah
Saturday, October 10, 2020
10:30 AM

Passover
Saturday, April 3, 2021
10:30 AM

Shavuot
Monday, May 17, 2021
6:00 PM
In Memory of
Adolfe Adelman
Sylvia Adelman
Barbara Figdor
David Kintzer
Jean Kintzer
Mary Louise Wertz
Remembered by Mickey & Robin Adelman

In Memory of
Maurice M. Alberts
Dolores Lorraine Alberts
Jerome & Marta Alberts
Ida Fred Cohn
Mae Hoffman Alberts
Francis & Saul Hoffman
Louis Cohn
Samuel Alberts
Albert E. Jefferson
Richard Jefferson
Remembered by The Alberts Family

In Memory of
Sidney Spiegel
Ben Allen
Elizabeth Allen
Alice Steward
Verne Steward
Bertha Allen
Garfield Allen
Alfred Cohn
Helen Cohn
Andrea Dworkin
Sadie Spiegel
Malcolm Steward
Remembered by Mark and Linda, Sharon and Matt Allen

In Memory of
Bernard S. Aron
Esther Dine
Mark S. Dine
Ruth Aron
Emanuel Aron
David and Eva Levine
Harold and Beatrice Dine
Moses and Beatrice Rivkin
Remembered by Melanie Aron and Michael Dine

In Memory of
Harry Weiner
Marge Weiner
Joseph Weiner
Ida Weiner
Esther Stein
David Pretula
Dora Pretula
Maria Augustine
Frank Augustine
Remembered by Cecile, Dennis, Jason, and Michelle Augustine

In Memory of
Phyllis Bail
Jane Hartnoll
Sy Beck
Eli Sachs
Claire Sachs
Sam Bail
Anna Bail
Mollie Horowitz
Becky Horowitz
Burton Sachs
Pearlie Haymes
Remembered by Eli, Sam, Dawn, Luella, and Sidney Bail, and Elise, James, and Malia Shipe

In Memory of
Rabbi Bernard J. Bamberger
Ethel K. Bamberger
Elly Beral
Louis Beral
Remembered by David and Carola Bamberger

In Memory of
Ben & Bertha Fishman
Aaron & Goldie Fishman
Ruth Ringermacher
Abby Auffenburg
Hedy & Lee Baumstein
Remembered by the Baumstein family

In Memory of
Elmer B. Shufler
Florence Shufler
James Demarest
Remembered by Denise Beagle
In Memory of
Robert Senigaglia
Mella Rauer
Albert Senigaglia
John (Bud) J. Beck, Jr.
Alice Annand Beck
John M. Annand
Grace M. Annand
Edward (Bill) Hafliger
Elizabeth Young
Dolphe Roome
Remembered by John, Robin, Melanie and Matthew Beck

In Memory of
Stephen C. Becker
Lucille Greenberg
Samuel M. Greenberg
Steven Kline
Polly Levy
Miriam Schwartz
Arthur S. Becker
Virginia E. Becker
Remembered by Jill Becker and family

In Memory of
Irwin Fischer
Laura Fischer
Sheila Becker
Ruth Fox
Sam Pinsker
Joe Orienstein
Ida Orienstein
Toby Klarberg
Felix Karberg
Jeanne Armus
Rudy Fischer
Remembered by Maxine, Jeff, Simone, and Andre Becker

In Memory of
Pearl Levin
Ileen Levin
Harold Levin
Harold Behnke
Marion Behnke
Floyd Epperly
Nell Epperly
Remembered by the Behnke family

In Memory of
Yosef Tsuckerman
Sarra Bronstein
Fira Bronstein
Juliy Bely
Remembered by Rachel Belaya and Mark Bely

In Memory of
Rhoda Benjamin Johonnett
Anna and Morris Benjamin
Marshall Cinnamon
Esther Schikler
Harry and Eva Seltzer
Louis and Betty Zweigbaum
Marty Tepper
Fannie Tepper
Rose and Henry S. Roth
Jake and Raichel Bergman
Reuben H. and Renee Roth Bergman
Richard Bergman
Ross Bergman
Sam and Hannah Bergman Glickhouse
John D. MacKintosh
Debbie Coutant
Clifford and Andrew Barr
Lawrence Weinberg
Mindy Schwab
Hirsch Levy
Gerald L. Ceppos
Stan Rosenbaum
Rita Roth Levine
Remembered by Dale and Robert Bergman

In Memory of
Anna Sklar
Rose Politsky
Sylvia Friedberg
Carolyn Cates
Alexander Polk
Rose Perlmutter
Arnold Perlmutter
Jane Turner
Natalie Polk
Lonnie Bernardo
Remembered by Iris Berke

In Memory of
Debbie Coutant
Remembered by Beth & Stu Baker, Alyssia & Fred Berkowitz, and Elyse & Craig Goldberg

In Memory of
Kenneth Berkowitz
Marie Levitt
Mark Berkowitz
Zane Levitt
Remembered by Alyssia & Fred Berkowitz and Family
In Memory of
Joseph Berlinberg
R. Dean Shinn
Brenda Joyce Kitchen
Remembered by Craig and Jacki Berlinberg & Family

In Memory of
Sanford A. Berliner
Harry R. Berger
Helen M. Berger
Bernhardt Berliner
Miriam Berliner
Morris D. Mazursky
Remembered by Jan Berliner

In Memory of
Eva and Albert Viesse
Vic and Vi Ferrera
Gert Isaacs
Peter Silverstein
Miriam Babinet
Jack and Mathilda Viesse
Kitty Newman
Alisa Naret
Al and Mary Sidis
John Wellington
Sheila Levy
Lynn and Izzy Rabinowitz
Alvin and Stella Alexandre
Lucy Wargon
Lee Levy
Gertrude Blasberg
Lilo Sewell
Remembered by the Blasbergs

In Memory of
Marci Resnick
Bernard Resnick
Thelma Resnick
Solomon Blumenfeld
Remembered by Ellen Blumenfeld

In Memory of
Irving Boronkay and Thomas Clayton
Remembered by Boronkay-Clayton-Houtz

In Memory of
Jerome Joseph Botkin
Laurence Eugene Schwartz
Remembered by David, Lee Anna, Julia, Rachel and Owen Botkin

In Memory of
Steve Brody, Loving and Beloved
Husband and Father
Richard Markell, beloved Brother-in-law
and Uncle
Helen Behman, beloved Mother,
Grandmother, and Great-
Grandmother
David Behman, beloved Father and
Grandfather
Ethel Silverman Brody, beloved Mother
and Grandmother
They are forever in our hearts
Remembered by Miriam Brody and Ryan Brody

In Memory of
Marion and Jim Eppinger
Irene and Sol Bronstein
Fred Lenox
Jacob K. Shankman
Rose Eppinger
Dorothy Berman
Jim Fox
Tom Baer
Edith Goldensohn
George Gulevich
Leo Gutstein
Katie Bray Guiney
Cee Bloom
Robert Eppinger
Jim Eppinger
Barbara Burmester
Debbie Coutant
Terry Tretter
David and Sheila Brown
Remembered by The Bronstein Family

In Memory of
Marvin Browndorf
Benjamin Browndorf
Ann Gilbert
Tilly Browndorf
Tziporah Baneth
Irving Milrod
Joan Green
Bruce Green
Remembered by The Browndorf family
In Memory of
Herb Brunner
Lido Scardigli
Gillian Gilmour
Ron Meyer
Marc Feldman
Leo Gutstein
Kerstin Arusha
Our Grandparents
& Great-Grandparents
Remembered by the Coven/Brunner Family—
Alison, Andrew, Jonah & Abigail

In Memory of
Lido Scardigli
Gillian Gilmour
Gladys and John Gilmour
William and Hannah Brunner
Marion Berkowitz
Frieda and Olivo Scardigli
Aunts Flo, Annette, and Ruth
Uncles Morris, Harry, and Jack
Remembered by Maggie Brunner Scardigli and Family

In Memory of
Molly Lachman
Irving Lachman
Ruth Calmis
Abe Calmis
Paul Calmis
Remembered by Diane Calmis

In Memory of
Darol Chamberlain
David Heller
Owen Chamberlain
Librada Espinoza Villarreal and Samuel Villarreal
Ruth Villarreal Peterson
Remembered by Pia Chamberlain and Ruth Saldivar

In Memory of
George Sanders
Janis Harvey
James Chapman
Helen Chapman
James Sanders
Remembered by June and Stan Chapman

In Memory of
Ruthe Tobias
Howard Tobias
Thelma “Sam” Chappell
James E. Chappell
Ella Rubin Davis
Charles Davis
Frances Lerner Tobias
Samuel Tobias
Philip Ziff
Elayne Tobias Franklin
Leonard Franklin
Remembered by Barb & Jim Chappell, Becky & Andrew Harris, Jacob & Michelle Chappell

In Memory of
Steven Elliot Chaykin
Miriam Chaykin
David Chaykin
Jo Green
Rabbi Harold White
Remembered by Robert, Lori, Mira, and Michael Chaykin

In Memory of
Peter J. Chortek
Remembered by Robert and Kimberly Chortek

In Memory of
Abe Israel
Leo Schoenfeld
Ruth Levine
William Corvin
Joan Dornfest
Charles H. Israel
Moses Klenhoff
Sophie Schoenfeld
Charlotte Klenhoff
Jacob Gold
Harriet Slatoff
Claire Slatoff
Albert Greenblat
Antie Rose and Bill
Robert Ector
Michael Ector
Herbert Klebonoff
Arden Greenblat
Ellen Klebonoff
Paul Dzakowitz
Remembered by Vicki Coffman
In Memory of
Les Coon
Marie Coon
Gary Coon
Cheryl Coon
Cheryl Bittay
Robert Lavin
Remembered by Linda Coon

In Loving Memory of
Debbie Coutant
Linda Chermak
Bette Chermak
Sam and Sadie Chermak
Joe and Rose Newton
Bob and Svea Coutant
Vernon and Muriel Coutant
Arlos and Ruth Ogg
Monica Coutant
Lois Backus
Don Coutant
Ralph and Reggie Munowitch
Remembered by Cary and Rebecca Coutant

In Memory of
Helen and Sylvan Saperstein
Jeannette and Manuel Cotovsky
Remembered by Lee and Berdeen Coven

In Memory of
Stanley Crown
Mitzi Crown
Vivian Hochstein
Remembered by the Crown family

In Memory of
Isadore Taub
Kermit Deggs
Bill Chapman
May Chapman
Audrey Deggs
Bob Brewis
Pauline Taub
Remembered by Vicky Deggs, Lindsay, Jeremy, and Howard Taub

In Memory of
Edward Leonard Beslove
Dr. Arno and Alice Dennis
Phillip and Helen Stern
Howard and Leslie Stern
Bubbie Sally and Zadie Samuel Stern
Bubbie Gussie and Zadie Louis Golden
Opa Alfred and Oma Betty Hauschner
Opa Dr. Eugen and Oma Dienstfertig
Rosemary and John Bush
Uncle Arthur and Aunt Hilde Blumenfeld
Rudi and Gertie Barnes
Barbara Shneider
Remembered with love by Ulric and Glenda Dennis

In Memory of
Anne B. Weisberg
Milton S. Weisberg
Samuel Bloom
Esther D. Bloom
Judy Brodzinsky Smith
Dr. Marvin L. Bloom
Judy S. Garodnick Cremer
Carol Goldschein
Evelyn B. Brodzinsky
Jeffrey M. Weisberg
Shirley Bloom
Stephen Becker
Jan Lieberman
Remembered by Susan W. Denniston, Esther D. Woolfson, and Sheryl D. Grunde

In Memory of
Lena Dick
Harry Dick
Irma Ratliff
Ted Pollock
Remembered by Louis Dick

In Memory of
All of our dear friends and family
Remembered by Liz & Larry Dietz

In Memory of
Alex Bernstein
Pearl Bernstein
Bertha Dolmatch
David Dolmatch
Murray Dolmatch
Harold Sofris
Sam Sofris
Remembered by Sandra Dolmatch and Jordan Sofris
In Memory of
Edith Goldensohn
Remembered by Dorothy & Richard Dorsay

In Memory of
Bobbie Ross
Remembered by the Draa family

In Memory of
Menahem Sinai
Senobar Sinai
Roben Nouriyanian
Rabishamoon Nouriyanian
Sara bat Joshua
Fraidoon Ebrahimi
Roshan Yeroudshalmi
Gohar Yerouchalmi
Habib Ebrahimi
Nissan Nouriyanian
Batia Nouriyanian
Mahnaz Kalimi
Rouben Gilad
Morad Nouriyanian
Leonid Gogburt
Manijeh Gaby Yerouchalmi
Suzanne Kleinschmidt
Remembered by Fred and Ora Ebrahimi

In Memory of
Leah Eisen Reiser
Arthur Eisen
Jerry Eisen
Leo Reiser
Judy Bligh
Rosa and Simon Eisen
Jenny and Beryl Brenner
Frieda and Arthur Lowenstein
Bella and Libin Lowenstein
Leslie and Gisela Brenner
Herman and Erna Brenner
Lucille Craine
Joann Buck
Agnes Kirschbaum
Lorrie and Bob Knorr
Trude and Erich Rogers
Marie Brust
Carol Ann Brennan
John Newman
David Porter
Fridl Volz
Hanna Ben Artzi
Jaffa and Shimon Mishory
Remembered by Janet Eisen, and Tony, Arin, and Sarah Halicki

In Memory of
Ethel Effren
Nathan Oberferst
Remembered by The Effren family, with love

In Memory of
Isaac & Hannah Mayo
David Mayo
Samuel Mayo
Sylvia Livingston
Lily & Carlyle Livingston
Jose & Perla Deli
Gregorio & Aida Eips
Phillip & Millicent Torf
Remembered by the Eips family

In Memory of
Marcus and Esther Goren
Sheldon Goren
Adam Goren
Irene Fine
Myra and Saul Silverman
Risa Litt
Charles and Sophie Solon
Ira Shoneberger
Gene Krieger
Howard Shoneberger
Charles and Dorothy Weser
Aaron and Lilyan Ellman
Alex and Augusta Winograd
Irving Winograd
Florence Goodman
Sarah E. Sherman
Jon Mostel
Remembered by Robert, Sara, and Sophie Ellman

In Memory of
Rachel Zaslavsky
Abrasha Zaslavsky
George Beckerman
Bronia Samuels
Marie Liley
Alan Knopf
Remembered by Mira, Michael, Deanna, and Kathy

In Memory of
George Fagin
Maxine Fagin
Milton Malsin
Betty Malsin
Remembered by Susan and Ron Fagin
In Memory of
Adrienne Feigin
Sally Gran
Ruthe Witt Gorham
Scott Eric Paikoff
Nancy Sauer
Mary Silverberg
Mary Paikoff
Sol Paikoff
Ivor Witt
Remembered by Aaron and Randi Feigin

In Memory of
Marvin Leo Feit
Arnold Kerns
Marion Goldberg
Barrie Goldberg
Michele Goldberg
Remembered by Andrew Feit

In Memory of
Ruth Felder
Max Felder
Harry Grossman
Nyna Grossman
Fannie Mantell
Ralph Capeluto
Rachel Capeluto
Wolfgang Levy
Ruth Levy
Dina Levy
Charles Felder
Remembered by the Felder-Levy and Levy Family

In Memory of
Barbaraterry Kurtz (wife)
Fredell Fisher (mother-in-law)
Henry Fenster (father)
Ruth Fenster (mother)
Remembered by Martin Fenster

In Memory of
Mitzie Kline
Jerry Kline
Shelley Kline
Richard Kline
Misha Kline
Celia Fox
Paul Fox
Carolyn Fox
Remembered by Lynda and Steve Fox

In Memory of
Neil Frankel
David Frankel
Ida Frankel
Steven Schaefer
Sadie Frankel
Remembered by Gail Frankel

In Memory of
Paul Kernoff
Belle Kernoff
Jay Franklin
Celia Franklin
Dave Urban
Remembered by Fran and David Franklin

In Memory of
Paul Kernoff
Belle Kernoff
Jack Franklin
Celia Franklin
Dave Urban
Remembered by Fran and David Franklin, Linda Franklin and Pierce Urban

In Memory of
Lee and Mort Bakar
Henne and Bernard Fredkin
Gerson Bakar
Sally and Max Bakar
Rebecca and Philip Schwartz
Eva and Perry Fredkin
Ida Quinn
Jason Jurman
Michael Harris
Remembered with love by Nanci, Gary, Leah, Josh, and Max Fredkin

In Memory of
Helen and Bernard Fredkin
Craig Samuel Fox, beloved brother and uncle
Evelyn and Norman Fox
Tillie and Louis Adams
Sam Siraton
Eva and Perry Fredkin
Rebecca and Phillip Schwartz
Remembered by Susan, Mark, Tracy, and Kim Fredkin

In Memory of
Francis Toby Nichol
Remembered by Lisa Freedman Shaffer, Glen Shaffer, Maya Shaffer, and Dave and Wilma Freedman
In Memory of
Bob Freeman
Milton and Lillian Freeman
Marvin and Evelyn Yawitz
Carol Harris
Remembered by Joyce Freeman and family

In Memory of
Bob “Poppy” Freeman
Milton & Lillian Freeman
Kayleigh Freeman
Marvin & Evelyn Yawitz
Bernard & Itta Lenowitz
Meyer & Cynthia Sutton
Bernie Lenowitz
Kevin Saul
Remembered by Matt, Rachel, Josh & Charles Freeman

In Memory of
Bob Freeman
Clara and Litman Cohn
Hana and Simon Iacobovici
Evelyn and Marvin Yawitz
Lillian and Merle Freeman
Remembered by David, Simona, Leah, and Alisa Freeman

In Memory of
Ruth Freiman
Elias Freiman
Bessie Bloom
Irving Bloom
Jack Lepold
Diane Giglio
Noreen Kaplan
Ella Lepold
Remembered by Rhoda Freiman

In Memory of
Rachelle D. Friedberg
Harry G. Fabe
Helen H. Fabe
Remembered by Robert, Barbara, and Rebecca Friedberg

In Memory of
David and Bertha Cass
Abe and Lillian Bahl
Bert and Annette Cass
Esse and Lucas Gould
Leo and Serena Friedman
Sheldon and Janet Friedman
Henry and Rena Cass
Al and Vivian Cass
Danny Cass
Winifred and Peter Kerrey
Beth Reva Kerrey
Remembered by the Friedmans and the Kerreys

In Memory of
Louis L. Cohen
Frances L. Cohen
Irving N. Friedman
Esther F. Friedman
Remembered by Jack and Sharon Friedman

In Memory of
Frank Newman Weinman
Teri Vidor Weinman
Jerzy Gelber
Anna Kulaj Gelber
Frances Alt Weinman
Judith Emily Gruber
Remembered by Alex Gelber and Linda Wolf

In Memory of
Leon Soffin
Remembered by Caroline, Gary and Josh Geller

In Memory of
Sylvia S. Gilbert
Remembered by Sheldon, Donna, Alex & Carley

In Memory of
Sally Miller
Albert Miller
Seth Gimlan
Hattie Gimlan
Remembered by Gideon and Joni Gimlan, Jackie and Jared Gimlan

In Memory of
Louis Goldberger
Helen Goldberger
Harry Abraham Schwartz
Sylvia Almer Schwartz
Remembered by Sondra & Alex Goldberger
In Memory of
Genellen E. Baker
Rexford M. Baker
Elvera Baker
Bernice Goldin
Remembered by Angela, Russell, Kaleb and Micah Goldin

In Memory of
Nancy Goldsmith
Edith and Joseph Goldin
David and Mary Goldsmith
Brett Basalla
Elaine Goldsmith
Remembered by Sheldon Goldsmith, David Goldsmith, and Marc Goldsmith

In Memory of
Daniel Goncharoff
Jim Wadkins
Marc Wadkins
David Goncharoff
Lynda Kaplan
Elise Gendar
Remembered by the Goncharoff family

In Memory of
Alfred Drucker
Rose Drucker
Steven Baer
Harold Gordon
Sarah Gordon
Remembered by Cindy, Brad, Alissa, and Carrie Gordon

In Memory of Our Beloved
Martin Milstein
Pauline and Harry Fishman
Margaret and Eli Milstein
Liz Katz
Remembered by Esther Milstein Gralnik and Family

In Memory of
Judith Gralnik
Ted and Mae Gralnik
Rhoda Rosen
Faye and David Berz
Ron Berz
Remembered by Rusty Gralnik and Family

In Memory of
Louise Greenberg
Mildred Penner
Sam Penner
Mickey Penner
Alison Greenberg
Addison Olian
Florence Olian
Kevin Saul
Remembered by Joel and Michelle Greenberg and Family

In Memory of
Morris and Henia Burman
Leonard and Zella Greenfield
Rivka and Moshe Marshalkowitz
Peretz and Rose Straitman
Miriam and Moshe Goldberg
Remembered by Bernie and Rochelle Greenfield, Lisa and Yaakov Strauss, Janet and Tyler Davis and Families

In Memory of
Ruth and Irving Gringorten
Pearl Spain
Barbara Lowen
Allen Zimmermann
Chip Coffin
Remembered by Joel and Dawn Gringorten

In Memory of
Irving Miller
Bernice Miller
Charles Miller
Aaron Ritzer
Martha Gustavson
Vernon Gustavson
Lonnie Wrasse
Jim Jaffe
Remembered by Kristin Gustavson & Robert Miller

In Memory of
Ronald Green
Terry Gutnick
Paul Gutnick
Cecile Green
Remembered by Bernard and Joy Gutnick
In Memory of
Arthur Harris
Ethel Stark
M. Bernard Stark
Leah Harris
Sonia Marans
Heshe Stark
Steve Rosenstein
Jack Gordon
Claire Bloom
Stephen Becker
Debbie Coutant
Lido Scardigli
Remembered by Andrea Harris

In Memory of
Melanie Susan Harris
Eugene Labovitz
Selma and Lou Labovitz
Tommy and Antoinette Harris
Dora Saliterman
A. D. Saliterman
Esther and David Labovitz
Dora and Louis Simon
William and Etta Colberg
Jack Cohen
June Farmer
Remembered by Carole and David Harris

In Memory of
Mona J. Hansen
Harriet G. Alter
Irving C. Alter
Remembered by Marjorie Hart

In Memory of
Jean Ball
Abraham Ball
Beatrice Hartman
Esther Ball
Remembered by Bruce and Julie Hartman

In Memory of
Esther Ann Siegel
William Siegel
Marvin L. Heller
Irene (Chikey) Heller
Ronald Heller
Remembered by Dr. Marshall and Sue Heller

In Memory of
Robert Long
Shirley Long
Remembered by Ellyn and Greg Herb

In Memory of
Dr. Ervin Ginzburg (Filip & Adela Caler)
Tirtza Kraus Ginzberg (Artur & Fanika)
And Dina Kraus Dines / cousin
Remembered by Tamara Herman, Igor Ginzberg
(Donata Altarac Ginzberg), Vlado Herman
(Cipora), Deborah Herman (Emil), Donata
Ginzberg, Nora Ginzberg, and Aaron Ginzberg

In Memory of
Elise Herzog, beloved daughter, sister,
aunt and friend
Remembered by Carolyn Herzog, Kirk Skinner, Ella
Skinner, Chloe Skinner, Janet and Paul Herzog,
Erik Herzog, Mary Bargeron, Max Herzog and
Isaac Herzog

In Memory of
Hal Hess
Dinah Hess
Remembered by Randy, Virginia, Nicole, and
Hilary Hess

In Memory of
Joshua Simantoub
Johan Simantoub
Remembered by Sima Hilde

In Memory of
Roholah Simantoub
Heshmat Babayanian
Remembered by Sima Hilde

In Memory of
Richard A. Hirsch
Remembered by Doreen Hirsch, Andy Hirsch &
family, Janelle Morrison & family

In Memory of
Benjamin Kent
Bernie Hanes
Evelyn Roth
Remembered by Jennie, Brian, Raymond, and
Daniel Hughes

In Memory of
Ibrahim Joseph Hindawi
Lily Hindawi
Sass Sawdayee
Naomi Hurst
Joseph Lieberman
Michael Lieberman
James Ibrahim Hindawi
JT Hurst
Remembered by The Hurst, Hindawi, and
Lieberman families
In Memory of
Szymon Intrator
Alma Bamberger
Gitla Intrator
Joseph Bamberger
Dr. Bill Klasson
Hadara Perpignan
Ilse Nassauer
Paula Lieberman
Joan Stone
Lotti Bankhalter
Henry Stone
Remembered by Eleanor, Edmond, Miriam, and Jessica Intrator

In Memory of
Cecilie Iczkovitz
Hugo Iczkovitz
The many members of the Sommer and Iczkovitz families that perished in the Holocaust
Remembered by Joseph, Maggie, Heather, and Zachary Isaacson

In Memory of
Burton Jacknow
Florence Stein Jacknow
Alfred Stein
Louis Stein
Clara Stein
Rose Jacknow
William Jacknow
Joel Jacknow
Taymoor Zahoory
Remembered by Jill Jacknow and Steven Jacknow

In Memory of
Etta and Ben Jackson
Remembered by Stephen, Suzanne, Eva, Ethan, and Gabrielle

In Memory of
Nadine Miller
Remembered by Lareen

In Memory of
Morris and Adele Miller
Maxine Miller
Al and Jeanne Jacobs
Remembered by Lareen, Steve, Dean and Adam

In Memory of
Pauline G. Jacobs
Arnold Jacobs
Living in our hearts and wonderful memories always, Jamie Jacobs-May and Children

In Memory of
Mel Jacobs
Albert and Gertrude Leeds
Judy and Manny Hoffman
Louis and Rebecca Jacobs
Harriet and Sylvan Mallinson
Ruth and Robert Lipsky
Ann and Walter Klein
Sidney and Frances Klein
Dick Fox
Carol Labowitz
Bryna Fox
Cissy and Earl Glick
Beverly and Lee Warmbrand
Margie Gordon
Carol Harris
Russell Cohen
Melanie Harris
Butch Nudelman
Bob Steiner
Remembered by Barbara Jacobs

In Memory of
Lawrence Weinberg
Murray Leavitt
Sam and Bessie Weinberg
Sidney and Mollie Weil
Chaim and Esther Shadmi
Philip and Sadie Weiss
Samuel and Pauline Leavitt
Harvey and Florence Cohen
Celestine Goldwyn
Jerry Abbott
Susan Flatt
Margaret Beckham
Morton and Jacqueline Rubenstein
Carol Feinman
Joe and Gaiter Plott
Mildred Johns
Remembered by the Johns-Shadmi, Plott and Weinberg Families

In Memory of
David and Beatrice Kalkstein
Jeanette Rosso
Menasch & Clair Kalkstein
Remembered by Michael Kalkstein and Susan English

In Memory of
Mitch Weiss, beloved father and grandfather
Remembered by Madeleine and Bill Kaplan and family
In Memory of
Florence Kaplan
Jerry Kaplan
Arthur Kaplan
Debby Kaplan
Remembered by Rabbi Steven Kaplan and Sharon Kaplan

In Memory of
Jules and Selma Engelhardt
Solomon and Beatrice Kaplan
Remembered by Judy and Warren J. Kaplan

In Memory of
Joan and Albert Dornfest
Remembered by Mardi, Rom, Todd, Ben & Evelyn Karin, Charles, Norman, Jennifer, Max, & Alex Dornfest & family

In Memory of
Ofer Fred Karin
Remembered by Rom, Mardi, Todd, Ben, Evelyn & Gabriella Karin

In Memory of
Bernie Katz
Mary Lou Watt
Andrew Watt
Marjorie Watt
Molly Watt Scott
Al Katz
Dora Katz
David Katz
Blanche Kushner
Samuel Kushner
Max Schnapp
Paula Schnapp
Arthur Klein
Jack Farrell
Remembered by Ann, David, Sarah and Liviya Katz

In Memory of
Bob Katz
Sigmund Katz
Bertha Katz
Max V. Weinstein, M.D.
Hannelore Weinstein
Jeanette Katz
Sarah Weinstein
Victor Weinstein, MD
Ira Katz
Remembered by Marilyn Katz

In Memory of
Frances Epstein Blitz
Rose Epstein
Milton Epstein
Sam Epstein
Hyman Levine
Anna Brownstein
David Epstein
Sol Epstein
Anna Katzman
Sol Isadore Blitz
Bernice Brownstein
Shirley Broderson
Beverly Cohen
Leo Brownstein
Rosetta Katzman
Ben Katzman
Hannah Epstein
Helene Claire Epstein
Thelma Epstein
Harry Epstein
Bernice Much
Alan Scheffler
Joseph Much
Gerald Levenfeld
Betty Levenfeld
Gerson Bakar
Mina Itzkowitz
Judi Cohn
Dianne Portnoy
Bluma Katzman
Marcy Kalmes
Dr. George Rosenkranz
Debbie Coutant
Sheila Brown
David Brown
Remembered by Sylvia and Jim Katzman

In Memory of
Mayer Robbins, step-dad of Lindy and grandpa of Alan Burton Schnell, father of Lindy and grandfather of Alan
Lillian and Theodore Greenwald, beloved grandparents and great-grandparents and too many dearly missed family and friends
Remembered by Lindy & Daniel Keelan, and Alan Highland

In Memory of
Dr. Bela Kent
Barbara Kent
Remembered by Dr. George Kent and Family
In Memory of
Murray Kern
Beatrice Kern
William Kerlin
Sarah Blum
Sarah Cohen
And all our dear departed family & friends
Remembered by Carolyn, Gregg, Julie, Aaron, Jess and Risa Kerlin

In Memory of
Heshmat Babajanian
Johan Simantoub
Joshua Simons
Moisey Kiner
Nina Kiner
Ruth Paniagua
Remembered by The Hilde-Kiner Family

In Memory of
Georgia P. Klar
Harriet Schwartz and Murray Schwartz
Donald C. Keynton and Rita Keynton
Mindy Caron Ruback and Irwin Ruback
Regina and Abraham Klar
Alyce and Milton Klar
Mim Babin
Giselle Guen
Remembered by Alissa Klar, Bob, Tovah, Rachel, and Aviva Keynton

In Memory of
Frances Cohen
Samuel Cohen
Cecilia Hazel Knipe
Martin Fox
Hana Lieberman
Remembered by Barbara Knipe

In Memory of
Roger D. Knott, Jr.
Remembered by Laura, Roger, Kyle, and Amanda Knott

In Memory of
Frank Mullan
Martin M. Kohn
Joel Gatewood Kohn
Remembered by Helen K. Kohn

In Memory of
Richard Salle
Grace Ruby
Ernest Ruby
Helen Kohn
Rose Kohn
David Kohn
Barry Naginsky
Arlene Naginsky
Jeffrey Naginsky
Daniel Salle
Leonard Salle
Katherine Forrest
Fred Ruby
Judy Ruby
Loretta Ruby
Paul Ruby
Robert Ruby
Mark Gluskin
Remembered by Adele Salle and Marvin Kohn

In Memory of
Jim Kolber
Florence Kolber
Mel Peltz
Myrtle Peltz
Remembered by Michael Kolber and Julie Collier

In Memory of
Leon Kole
May and Oscar Kluk
Dennis Kluk
Fanny and Harry Kluk
Milt Kluk
Esther and David Barenberg
Isabelle Kole Stein & Norman Stein
Remembered by Cheryl and Steve Kole

In Memory of
Irving Schatz
Libbie Shapiro
Bette Schatz
Ida Kramer
June Krieger
Bertha Goldberg
Mitchell Kramer
Renee Wald
Henry Kramer
Kevin Saul
Remembered by Rocki and David Kramer; Shari Saul; Julie and Adam Fingersh
In Memory of
Alberto Bendahan Salama
Jassiba Toledano Bitton
Alice Bitton Toledano
Remembered by Rebeca Krause and family

In Memory of
Leon Kuzis
Rosa Kuzis
Leiser Blaum
Remembered by Susana Kuzis, Mario Blaum, Karen Tkach Tuzman, and Lauren Tkach Kosche

In Memory of
Max Lagod
Pauline Lagod
Dick Ryan
Rose Ryan
Bridget Ryan
Robert R. Ryan
Brenda DeVore
Mary Thompson
Norma Lambkin
Remembered by Alan, Ryan, Joshua, and Tiffany Lagod, and Deborah Ryan

In Memory of
Gregory Thomas Lee
Remembered by Beth, Douglas, Alison Lee and Selma and David Corman and all of his aunts, uncles, cousins, and friends

In Memory of
Ella Lepold
Jacob Lepold
Diane Giglio
Peter Kurtis
Will Linder
Gary Trovinger
Kathleen Crews
Remembered by Aaron, Robin, Rachel, and Joshua Lepold

In Memory of
Rita Lettween
Lois Bookey
Dorothy Pomerantz
Morton Bookey
Max Lettween, Sr.
John Bookey Lettween
Remembered by Max and Carolyn Lettween

In Memory of
Bernice Much
Joseph Much
Gerald Levenfeld
Elizabeth Levenfeld
David Apter, Jr.
Frances and Sol Blitz
Rosetta and Ben Katzman
Judic Cohn
Dianne Portnoy
Seymour Rosenstein
Eunice Rosenstein
Remembered by Tina and Wayne Levenfeld

In Memory of
Donald W. Levenson
Ethyl S. Levenson
Edgar L. Levenson
Remembered by Mr. and Mrs. Marc Levenson

In Loving Memory of
Linda Levine and our parents:
Ethel Kellner
David Kellner
Henry Levine
Sylvia Levine
Sherman Silverman and our parents:
Sarah Sarnoff
Sidney Sarnoff
Sylvia Silverman
Harry Silverman
Remembered by Yvette and Howard Levine

In Memory of
Roseannette and Samuel Levine
Remembered by John, Eva, and Shanon Levine

In Memory of
Dorothy Cleaveland
Vincent Cleaveland
Frances Levine
Morris Levine, MD
Dora Jacobs
Stanley Levine, MD
Leslie Schwartzman, PhD
Lawrence Levine
Remembered by Leonard and Elizabeth Levine

In Memory of
Debbie Coutant
Howard May
Sheila and David Brown
Remembered by Denise and Stan Levy
In Memory of

Fay Zuckerman Leiter and Paul Nathan Leiter
Bertha Kula Zuckerman and George Zuckerman
Simon Zuckerman
Norm Traub
Rosalind Abram Zuckerman and David Zuckerman
Elsie Leiter Kean and Leo Kean
Barbara Veta Leiter and William (Bill) Leiter
Helen and Joe Gavron
Rachel Rivlin
Arnold Greene
Jeanne Isley Long and John Long
Ressie Kauffman Isley and Harry Isley
Arlene Neer
Phyllis Isley Gaffey
Richard Long
Donald Long
Dora and Rudy Bruckenthal
Molly Kula Laub and Joseph Laub
Bee Laub Popkin and Harry Popkin
Irving Laub
Jeannie Laub Delmont and Harry Delmont
Bob Delmont
Berina Kula Wechsler and David Wechsler
Louis (Alios) Wechsler
Sophie Siegal Leiter and Nachman Leiter
Hinda (Helena) and Moses Nusen Leiter
Perl Glanz Leiter
Regina Sobel Leiter and Eisig Leiter
Eugenia Leiter (infant)
Chaje Lea and Abraham Mendel Sobel
Genedel and Peretz Fleit
Miriam Fleit Sobel and Leon Sobel
Ruth Max Leiter and Leon Leiter
Marie Leiter Linder and Benjamin Linder
Dr. Leon Linder and Lillian Oblas Linder
Dr. Norbert Linder
Ethel Ruth Leiter Schalit and Mordechai Schalit

Emma & Sara Leiter Schalit (children)
Dr. Norbert Schalet
Dr. Sophie Leiter Schalit Fuchs and Benjamin Fuchs
Elle Leiter Dawid and children
Diana Brown Sobel and Oscar (Sam) Sobel
Helena Sobel Feigl and Bernard Feigl
Claire, Charles (Schmerl), Otto (Abraham), and Philip Sobel
Selig and Dwore Rostholder
Selda Rostholder Kula and Leib Kula
Alte Hadasa Held and Mordche Leib Held
Isaa Kula
Karl Held
Pauline Fleit Steigman and Meyer Steigman
Natalie and Laurence Leiter
Susan Leiter Klein
Batia Leiter Zwickel and Markus Zwickel
Lea Leiter Apter and Aron Apter
Helena Leiter Podhorcer and Eisig Podhorcer
Elkie and Lieb Sigal
Golde Sigal Diamand and Abraham Diamand
Elkie Diamand
Peschi Schachter Diamand and Lipa Joseph Diamand
Golda Schachter Diamand
Sara Malka Diamand Flecher and Jurkim Flecher
Sara Kula Laufer
Golde Fletcher
Fiege Halpern Diamand and Markus Diamand
Golda Helpner Diamand
Frieda Sobel Schneid and David Schneid
Rebecca and Benjamin Schneid (children)
Helen Roth Schneid and Sam Schneid
Helen Cook Schneid and Max Schneid
Leona Sobel
Ethel Sobel Brody

Remembered by Gail Leiter Long & Jack Long, Betty Gavron Leiter & Ron Leiter, Robin Leiter Traub, Rachel Long, and Rebecca Long-Stuhr
In Memory of
Fay Zuckerman Leiter and Paul Leiter
Jeannie Isley Long and John Long
Norm Traub
Rachel Rivlin
Coralie Leder
Debbie Coutant
Gert and Carl Baer
Joseph Bamberger
Max Eisenman
Murray Kern
Saul Klein
Mel Jacobs
Tom Baer
Stuart Sandelman
Arthur Harris
Bob Freeman
Carol Harris
Addie Kopp
Chuck Rubenstein
The Jews in our family lost in the Holocaust from Nadworna, Zloczow, & Cznerowitz
Remembered by Gail and Jack Long, Rachel Long and Rebecca Long-Stuhr

In Memory of
Ralph Capeluto
Rachel Capeluto
Wolfgang Levy
Ruth Levy
Dina Levy
Morris Capeluto
Betty Hoffman
Remembered by Mimi and Reuben Levy

In Memory of
Joseph Levy
Remembered by Philippe Levy

In Memory of
Ruth Levy
Stanley Levy, Sr.
Barbara Jean Moulton
George Moulton
Donna Anderson
Emma Alley
Louise Glazer
Lenora Levy
Sidney Levy
Jeffrey Weinberger
Remembered by Denise, Stan, Rebecca and Shayna Levy

In Memory of
Matthew J. Lappin, M. D.
Harriet Lappin
David Lappin
Josephine Ginsberg
Leah Seidel
Remembered by Susan, Richard, Melissa, and Rachel Lichter

In Memory of
Henry I. Lipsie
 Pearl Caren Phelan
Remembered by Michael Lipsie and David Preston

In Memory of
Gary Trovinger
Marcus and Ethel Loew
Robert Loew
Audrey Deggs
Andrea Keilus
Remembered by the Trovinger/Loew/Black Family

In Memory of
Carol Lowenbraun
Remembered by Dr Norman and Loreen Lowenbraun, Rachel Lowenbraun, Renata and Sharon Lowenbraun

In Memory of
Ceil Director Weinstein
Max Eisenstadt
Shifka Director
Samuel Director
Israel and Sarah Eisenstadt
Lee Lumbard
Remembered by Rayna, Marvin, Alex, Karen, & Ruby Lumbard

In Memory of
Sidney Maiten
Lorraine Maiten
Samuel H. Krumholz
Ann Krumholz
Marge Rosenberg
Jerry Rosenberg
Judy Maiten
Norman Maiten
Sam Maiten
Irma Maiten
Remembered by April, Michael, Rebecca, and Jeffrey Maiten
In Memory of
Jack Mandel
Ada and Morris Mandel
Earl and Mildred Gregorius
My sister, Barbara Tschopp
Friends, Larry and Diane Hutchins
Arnold Mandel, Jack’s brother
Phyllis Bail
Kenneth Mandel, Jack’s son
Remembered by Linda Mandel

In Memory of
Morry Baum
Amy Blank
Rita Mann
Bernard Mann
Homer Sidlow
Remembered by Andrew Mann and Beth Mann

In Memory of
Maria Pandolfi
Remembered by Jeffrey and Sonya Margolis

In Memory of
Richard Markell
Florence Markell
Remembered by Harriet Markell

In Memory of
John D. MacKintosh
Hallene S. Marks
Melvin M. Marks
Larry Marks
Anna Greenman
Nathan Greenman
Ethel Fargotstein
Edward Fargotstein
Remembered by Jerold S. Marks

In Memory of
Estelle and William Mass
Sylvia and Harold Flamenbaum
Lydia, Leslie, Henry, and Jeffrey Schwartz
Clarice Meyers
Helen Bergholz
Remembered by Davita & Stuart Mass, Tina Schwartz, and Joseph Caffiero

In Memory of
Dr. Gary J. Mastman
Rena and Jacob Moss
Rose and Max Mastman
Jack Mastman
Anne Mastman
Ruth Wolk
Remembered by Alfreda Mastman and family

In Memory of
Cynthia Johnson Halstead
Edward L. Johnson
Michael Keyes
Elsie and David Maybruck
Marti Ashkin Simanek
Martin Maybruck
Gerald Maybruck
Patricia Beckerman
Remembered by Lynda and Alan Maybruck and family

In Memory of
Debbie Coutant
Remembered by the Meshuganuts: Quinn Cramer and Matt Bonn, Debra David and Phil Foreman, Rebeca and Doug Krause, Susana Kuzis and Mario Blaum, Sara and Eric Lautenbach, Stan and Denise Levy, Rayna and Marv Lumbard, Rich and Carol Pickard, Martha and Terry Tikalsky

In Memory of
Paul Butters
Sidney Green
Bernice Green
Annie Cohen
Harry Green
Minnie Avidon
Hyman Avidon
Simon Sachs
Ida Katz
Sonja Jeffress
Mary Feldman
Remembered by Sharon, Allison, and Kayla Miller

In Memory of
Charles Rubenstein
Clarence Muirhead
Mary Muirhead
Dorothy Stadt
Arthur Stadt
Joe Rubenstein
Flora Rubenstein Rotman
Charlie Rotman
Zillah Friddle
Sarah Flamer
Douglas Stadt
Stephen Misrack
Martin Misrack
Remembered by Richard, Jodi, Ariel, and Jillian Muirhead; Ben and Kathy Muirhead
In Memory of
Ryan Hersh
Suzanne Simon Gomberg
Joseph Simon
Esther Myers
Shawn Myers
Remembered by Nancy & Darwin Myers

In Memory of
Jerome Schoenfeld
Harry Kipp
Milton Brown
Mary Klein
Mina Decker
Janet Friedland
Morris Kipp
Pearl Dries
Lew Kipperman
Lynn Dries-Daffner
Fran Brown
Gwen K. Schoenfeld
Cecelia Kipperman 7/30/11
William Kipperman 6/30/15
Harry Kipp
Linda Levitz
Allie Douthit
Marigene Schiffman
Remembered by Alice Nichols

In Memory of
Shaya Brandman
Hanna Brandman
Nukhim Noten
Sarra Noten
Remembered by Tamara Noten

In Memory of
Kanpo Joe Ogawa
Fusaye Ogawa
Remembered by Julee Ogawa and family

In Memory of
Joseph Olender
Florence Olender
Antonius Böhm
Ida (Bé) Böhm-Leeuwe
Jasper Tobi
Walter Frank Tobi
Nellie Böhm
Bart Tobi
Frank Tobi
Remembered by Irving and Irena Olender

In Memory of
Gershko Shtutman, died 1918
Freida Shtutman, 47 years old, holocaust victim
Asya Shtutman, 26 years old, holocaust victim
Gershko Shtutman, 9 years old, holocaust victim
Lev Shtutman
Mina Shtutman-Zaykina
Haim Zaykin
Leba Zaykina, grandmother
Rosa Zaykina, 9 years old, victim of WW2
Boris Oyzboyd
Remembered by Lyudmila and Iolanta Oyzboyd

In Memory of
Lollie and Marty Brickner
Marla and Ron Pack
Steve Hoath
Gwen B. and “Bert” Nicholas Mitchell
Minnie (Wulff) and Sam Brickner
Bea and Harry Pack
Shirley and Frank Shaffer
Boris Wulff
Judy and Alvin Passman
Philip Shaffer
Patty Pack
Wendy Joy (Pack) Sager
Remembered by Jeff, Francine, Lyla, Aaron and Hannah Pack

In Memory of
Lillian Parrish
William Parrish
Manfred Werner
Remembered by Rick and Minda Parrish

In Memory of
Benjamin Hill
Remembered by the Paté and Hill families
In Memory of
Norm Friedeberg
Anny Friedeberg
Fred Friedeberg
Hans Friedeberg
Bella Waxman
Fred Waxman
Al Waxman
Andriette Peterson
Ronald Peterson
Klara Brown
Clyde G. Brown
Clara Durant
Carmen Frost
Allen Frost
Doug Frost
Remembered by Daniel, Karen, Ryan, Megan and Mackenzie Peterson

In Memory of
Robert Morris Pickard
Jeanette Bernson Pickard
Remembered by The Pickard Family

In Memory of
Mary-Louise and Richard L. Leeds
Joyce and Henry M. Picken, Sr.
Pat Price
Marian Wisnia
Ellen Leeds Sturges
John Rose
John D. MacKintosh
Addie Kopp
Josephine Kirkpatrick
Mim Babin
Andrew Goldblatt
Johnette Schuller
Jack Bunich
Rosella Smith
Saul Klein
Marianne Blanc
Dan Hand
Remembered by Joan Picken

In Memory of
Henry and Evelyn Pinck
Harry and Mollie Shnetman
Neil Landau
Harry and Taube Mussen
Sam and Irene Mussen
Jerry Pinck
Debra Helene Pinck
Jack and Rhoda Pinck
Murray and Ida Wiener
Paul Mussen
Irwin Mussen
Eva and Ben Bassman
Herman Packer
John MacKintosh
John Rose
Mart Susi
Gertrude and Jack Gaidemak
Ceil and Al Pozner
Arthur Hoffspeigel
Bess and Leo Smoller
Michelle Mussen
Sharon Mussen
Tressa Herold
Bernie Schneiderman
Harriet Faith Pinck
Remembered by Arnie and Debbie Pinck and Family

In Memory of
Sinoor Khalouyan
Julie Berler Khaluian
Katarina Pivk
Jakob Pivk
Parviz Yakov Ashouri
Remembered by the Pivks, Khalouyan, Ashouri and Ebrahemi families

In Memory of
Herbert Pomerantz
Maxine Pomerantz
Harry Ausubel
Victor Ausubel
Dinah Ausubel
Jacob Pomerantz
Ada Pomerantz
Kathy Coates
Ken Coates
Sarah Gerber
Remembered by Gail Pomerantz and Michael Coates
In Memory of
Dianne Portnoy
Samuel Portnoy
Doreen Portnoy
Beverly and Fred Jacobs
Remembered by Alan, Stephanie, and Shana Portnoy

In Memory of
Seville Porush
William Porush
Reva Porush
Heinic Zipser
Philip Zipser
Sarah Ronis
May Davis
Ted Porush
Remembered by Ken Porush and Sofia Sanchez Porush

In Memory of
Charles and May Preville
Jack and Ida Rosen
Edward and Wanda Sand
Herbert and Gertrude Klyer
Edward and Constance Sand
Christopher Sand
Jonathan Sand
Bill and Susan Abrams
Daniel Preville
Mary and Bill Dixon
Gladys Nadaner
Marion Koski
Marc Miletski
Debbie Coutant
Remembered by Bruce and Gretchen Preville

In Memory of
Our Parents:
Irene and Harry Miller
Norma and Leslie Pringle
Our Cousin:
Marvin Unell
Our Friend:
Jerry Salzman
Remembered by Denise and Kevin Pringle

In Memory of
Debbie Coutant
Remembered by Congregation Shir Hadash Quilters

In Memory of
Harry Moellerich and Susie Moellerich Koenig
Abe and Elaine Rabitz
Joanne Gross
Omi and Opa Lipmanson
Maymie and Arthur Weisz
Meyer and Sophie Rabitz
Joe Daugherty and Grandpa Joe Phillips
Remembered by Art and Gladie Rabitz and Family

In Memory of
Alfred and Rosalind Green
Simon and Mildred Rappaport
Scott Jacob Rappaport
Michael Philip Rappaport
Naomi Joan Rappaport
Matthew Arthur Jacobs
Remembered by Michele and Dan Rappaport

In Memory of
Nancy Friedlander
Milton Friedlander
Betty Raskovitz
Harry Raskovitz
Remembered by Robert and Hazel Raskowitz and family

In Memory of
Robert E. Mitchell
Helen D. Mitchell
Brandy M. Mitchell
Itzhak Schwartz
Remembered by Yuval, Amber, Or, Leeran and Madeleine

In Memory of
William Rose, M.D.
Geraldine Rose
Betty Robbin
Edward Robbin
Geoffry Rose
Ida Woolach
Mary Rose
Birdie Corber
Remembered by Chuck and Pam Robbin
In Memory of
John Rose
Marian Wisnia
Morris Wisnia
Mary Rose
Henry Rose
Ben & Lee Wisnia
George Wisnia
Henry & Frances Wisnia
Frank & Yetta Wisnia
Robert & Audre Wisnia
Jack & Dyna Levin
Arthur & Catherine Goldenberg
Jacob & Esther Dora Wisnia
Cory Wisnia
Ted Wisnia
Darryl Jay Wisnia
Cody Trevino
Father Conwan McCurran
Clara Wolf
Carl Rose
Rita Rose
William Rose
Remembered by Jan Rose

In Memory of
Jerry Rosenberg
Remembered by Barrie Rosenberg Cress and Hayley Charnaw

In Memory of
Garry Rosenberg
Al Rosenberg
Dorothy Rosenberg
Cliff Ohlson
Lorraine Ohlson
Cara Alson
Remembered by Carol Rosenberg

In Memory of
Rabbi A. Leon Rosenblum
and the Six Million
Remembered by Carla Rosenblum, Sara Rosenblum Russell, and Sage and Sterling Russell

In Memory of
Jack Rossen
Arthur Moss
Samuel Goodman
Anna and Ralph Berman
Marilou Berman
Geoffrey Ladd
Tom Baer
Chuck Rubenstein
Mel Jacobs
George Alonzo
Molly Cohen
Sherwin Berman
Rosetta Katzman
Ann Nathan
Hugh Bell
Dorothy Bell
Lucille Rossen Steinberg
Arthur Harris
Bob Krandel
Addie Kopp
Leo Gutstein
Edith Goodman
Samuel Cohen
Joe Seiger
Robert Armstrong
Pearl Moss
Ron Coburn
Marc Dwoskin
Judie Cohn
Dianne Portnoy
Marlene Goodman
Larry Lazarus
Marvin Berman
Harvey Goodman
Chickie Fayne
Sheila Brown
David Brown
Remembered by The Rossen Family—Linda, Ron, Jeremy, Gina, Matt, Jorden Bell, Ari, Rachel and Garret Giglia, Zachary, Asher, Sasha, Micah, Ava, Dylan, Maddox, Jack and Rex Giglia

In Memory of
Harriet & Willy Fogel
Helene & Michael Fogel
Marvin Hafter
Sally & Mac Hafter
Joseph Marr
Sarah & Ben Roth
Remembered by Ron & Sharon Roth & Family
In Memory of
Charles Rubenstein
Lillian and Joe Misrack
Stephen Misrack
Martin Misrack
Joe Rubenstein
Flora Rubenstein Rotman
Charlie Rotman
Janet Smith
Arthur and Dorothy Stadt
Douglas Stadt
Max Eisenstadt and Ceil Weinstein
Maury and Audrey Misrack
Trudy Drohlich
Isobel Brockman
Carl and Gert Baer
Tom Baer
Mel Jacobs
Arthur Harris
Addie and Ray Kopp
Leo Gutstein
and loved ones of our Congregational Family
Remembered by Rochelle Rubenstein and Family

In Memory of
Bert Ruby
Irene Ruby
Bud Wheeler
Middy Wheeler
Rob Ruby
Remembered by Allen and Cindy Ruby,
Sarah Ruby and Mark Allen, Dan and Lauren Ruby,
Eileen Ruby, Mike and Caitlyn Ruby

In Memory of
Ellen J. Morris
Jerome H. Rutz
David J. Rutz
John Wyeth
Barbara A. Rutz
Remembered by Greg, Dale, Julianne, and Natalie Rutz

In Memory of
Frank E. Fishof, M.D.
Felicia Fishof Bursht
Evelyn Salzman
Max Salzman
Jerome Salzman
Remembered by Madeleine Salzman

In Memory of
Martin Samuels
Irene Samuels
Gerald Fischer
Remembered by Bob, Sharon, Alexandra and Kara Samuels

In Loving Memory of Our Parents & Grandparents
Dr. Bruce G. Horowitz
Ms. Rebekah Finer
Mr. and Mrs. Louis and Virginia Saso
Remembered by Sue, Chris, Logan, and Noah Saso

In Memory of
Beloved husband, father, and grandfather, Lawrence Schein
Remembered by Connie, Ben, Dan, and Anna Schein

In Memory of
Howard Lee Schiff
Linda Levitt Dorfman
Remembered by Eric, Julia, Bailey, & Lily Schiff

In Memory of
Janet R. Einstoss
George Einstoss
Louise Schwaderer
Norman Schwaderer
Walter Rapaport
Sara (Sadye) Rapaport
David and Sheila Brown
Remembered by Ken, Susan, Andy, Leslie,
Grahm, Renn, Cor, Andrea, Logan, Mason and Peyton Schwaderer

In Memory of
Doris and Morty Schwartz
Remembered by David, Randi, Mariann, Daniel, and Bethany

In Memory of
Bryan S. Schwartz
Remembered by Joe, Michelle, Jason, and Blake Schwartz
In Memory of
Eunice Michelson
Harvey Schwartz
Murray Schwartz
Barbara Kaiser
Stanley Kaiser
Sharon Anders
Barbara Goldman
Adele Brod
Bob Noble
Remembered by Rabbi PJ and Michelle Schwartz

In Memory of
Gertrude Aschner Schwarz
Gerhart Steven Schwarz, M.D.
Alice and Richard Aschner
Charlotte and Gottwald Schwarz, M.D.
Mary and Arthur Lisenbee
Mable and Owen Lisenbee
Bertha and James Hollaway
Alex and Andrew Cullers
Fred Drummond
Denise Satter
Bob Stern, M.D.
Thomas Shinagawa
Nancy and Raymond McWard
Chayle Asche
Ella Lepold
Jack Tramiel
Ellen Ruth Powers
Alex Bauer
Margaret Birnbaum
Joan and Henry Stone
John Ward Christofferson
Rick (Richard) Silberman
Regina Keenan
Our Grandparents, Uncles, Aunts, Cousins, and other innocent, unnamed relatives, children, and unborn babies, who were murdered during the Holocaust also called Shoah, because they were Jewish
Remembered by Doris and Larry Schwarz-Lisenbee and Family

In Memory of
Herbert and Evelyn Steinberg
Gladys and Irving Best
Sasha and Edya Slocki
Michel and Cherna Shain
Matthew Friedman
Bertha Best
Laura Weitzman
Remembered by Nick, Marsha, Leslie, Annie, and Zo Shain

In Memory of
Polina Moldavsky
Boris Samuilovich Moldavskiy
Semyon Moldavsky
Emilia Mendelson
Samuil Shakhman
Irina Goldburd
Remembered by Mila, Jake, Mark, Eli, and Naomi Shakhman

In Memory of
Melvin Shanker
Mary Jane Runyon
Kenneth E. Runyon
Remembered by Philip and Cindy Shanker

In Memory of
Leo Gutstein
Sam Gutstein
Ida Gutstein
Howard Shapiro
Allen Gutstein
Stanley Gutstein
Frieda Shapiro
Lido Scardigili
Remembered by Carol, Jason, and Lauren Gutstein

In Memory of
Joel A. Sharon
Eleanor Leder
Jacob Leder
George Sharon
Helen Sharon
Remembered by The Sharon, Field and Morel families

In Memory of
Max and Erna Eisenmann, the much loved parents of Jean Kelley and Linda Sherry and grandparents to Adeline, Ella and Trevor
Linda Woodside
Jean Dolby Carrol
Remembered by Linda Sherry and Jean Kelley

In Memory of
Lorraine and Norman Milstein
Esther and Sol Siegel
Remembered by Carole, Jack, Paula, Adam, Patrick, Simon, and Lorraine
In Memory of
Harriet Siegel, mother
Steve Siegel, father
Lee Sachs, grandmother
Hyman Sachs, grandfather
Sandra Sachs Karney, aunt
Fanny Sachs, great great aunt
Anna Siegel, grandmother
Charles Siegel, grandfather
Blanche Siegel, aunt
Remembered by Marjorie Siegel

In Memory of
Bernice (Me-Me) Heftman-Siegel
Molly and Isidore Siegel
Jennie and Max Heftman
Beatrice and Perry Siegel
Max and Tillie Siegel Bay
Louis and Estelle Siegel Silverman
Hyman and Shirley Heftman-Mittenberg
John Deviduke and Gertrude Heftman-Niziolet
Charles and Carrie Goldberg
Harry Gottlieb
Sadie Gazes
Minnie and Isaac Gottlieb
Remembered by Murray Siegel

In Memory of
Dr. John Jacob Hausman
Dr. Arthur and Lillian Siegel
Harold Jay Siegel
Dr. Alvin and Jean K. May
Sam and Miriam Bennett
David Askenaizer
Carol Hausman
Jerry Wagshal
E. Jan Roberts
Ira Stadlin
Howard Deutsch
Israel Gorin
Remembered by Steve, Diane, Ted, Andrew, Helene, Leonie & Maxime Siegel, Julie, Lee & Lev Chelouche

In Memory of
Iris Beckerman
Natalie Carlow
Barbara Franchi
Barbara Sneiderman
Viola “Motho” Fox
Samuel Sneiderman
William Fox
Remembered by Richard Sneiderman and Mara Beckerman Sneiderman

In Memory of
Bertram Speizer
Lillian Speizer
Mildred Lorber
Daniel Quayle
Louise Quayle
James O’Cain
Patt O’Cain
Remembered by Brynne Speizer, Kate Speizer, and Linda Speizer

In Memory of
Florence Spodick
Saul Spodick
Mike Golgan
Arthur Drake
Frances Drake
Beverly Kuttner
Etta Wachs
Harry Spodick
Rose Spodick
Isadore Braunstein
Rose Braunstein
Blanche Braunstein
Isaak Schoenfeld
Claire Schoenfeld
Herb Schoenfeld
Rose Levine
Charles Levine
Harvey Levine
Mark Levine
Arnold Levine
Remembered by David, Joy, Rebecca and Hannah Spodick

In Memory of
Ralph Stein, Father of Alan Stein,
Poppy of Hannah Stein
Lillian Wine, Grandma & Great Gugu
Remembered by Alan, Gretchen, & Hannah Stein

In Memory of
Fannie Wagman Friedman
Betty Wagman
Julius Wagman
Maurice & Nettie Wagman
Anna Nager
Cecelia Ruza
Eugene M. Stein
Anna K. Stein
Elias M. Karnoff
Lillian K. Marx
Irwin Oleinick
Matthew Stein
Remembered by Jo and Ed Stein
In Memory of
Alfred C. Greene
Natalie R. Greene
Irving N. Stein
Remembered by Amy, Steven, Rebecca, and Jason Stein

In Memory of
Alyce Felder
Michael Scherzer
Alden Stuart
Marion Stuart
Ursula Hedges
Mildred Allen
The victims of 9/11
Remembered by the Stuart family

In Memory of
Richard Henry Thurm, beloved father, and grandfather
Evelyn B. Thurm, dear friend, mother, and grandmother
Robert Thurm
Dorothy Thurm
Maxwell Thurm
Ruth Thurm
Huldah Boches
Carl Boches
Solon Gottlieb
Ruth Gottlieb
Remembered by Karen Thurm Safran, Jessica and Ricky Safran

In Memory of
Steven Chaykin
Charles Muller
Charles Tynan
David Tilles
Andy White
Merja Brewitz
Camille Kronfield Tilles
Anne Tynan Muller
Remembered by April and Steve Tilles, and family

In Memory of
Beverly Pasternack
Frank Pasternack
Gary Turner
Remembered by Eileen, Howard, and Ethan Turner

In Memory of
Howard May
Marie M. May
Julius May
Ana Uro
J. Earle May
Katherine V. Mayes
Walter (Wally) Gilbert
Remembered by Patricia Uro-May and family

In Loving Memory of
Sol Nathan Goldberg, father and grandfather
Doris Goldberg
Judith Rodin Goldberg
Viola LaVerne Van Gundy
John F. Van Gundy
Uncle Manny Savlin
Aunt Sarah Fridkin
Aunt Rose Braude
Uncle Bob Savlin
Uncle Sam Savlin
Uncle Harry Savlin
Aunt Lee Podgers
Aunt Minnie Weiner
Aunt Frances Bishoff
Aunt Rose Pasko
Cousin Bob Savlin
Uncle George Goldberg
Saul Klein
Remembered by Scott, Sivia, Daniel, and Ari Van Gundy

In Memory of
Irving Victor
Elizabeth Bown
William C. Bown, MD
William C. Bown, Jr.
Phillip Hyde
Rose Victor
Remembered by Ron, Pru, Jason, and Adam

In Memory of
Judith Lee Reiser
Eugene Reiser
Arthur Wedner
Hannah Finegold
Abraham Finegold
Norma Arroyo
Frieda Paymar
Rachel Leedes
Remembered by Esther Y. Wedner
In Memory of
Jay Weil
Toby and Charles Friedlander
Nathaniel and Thelma Weil
Jeanette and Moe Wagenfeld
Max and Annette Friedlander
Neil Friedlander
Irina and Al Panzer
Stanley Hillson
Ruth and Alan Goodman
Robert and Mildred Mizrahi
Lillian Elgart
George and Barbara Berk

Remembered by Melanie, CJ, and Eliott Weil

In Memory of
Roslyn & David Silver
Cleo & Shilo
Helena Greenspan

Remembered by Linda Ann Weinstein

In Memory of
Frank and Rose Anker
Nathen and Gussie Cohen
Owen and Julienne Falk
Nathan and Anna Weinstein
Solomon and Selma Weinstein

Remembered by Neal, Mildy, and Russ Weinstein, and Jillian Delaney

In Memory of
Gerald Singer
Geraldine Singer
Michael Singer
Eric Singer
Ray and Harry Seitz
Ida and Ben Singer
Fred and Libby Wernick
Leon Danziger
Arthur Wernick
Rhea Weil
Fred Okun

Remembered by Arnie, Lorrie, Grant, Forrest, & Riana Wernick

In Memory of
Larissa Vladimirovna
Pamela Cates
Anthony Cates
Laurence Cates

Remembered by Artur and Barbara Westergren

In Memory of
Joseph Ginsberg, Father
Abby Feinberg, Sister
Jeanette Hodes, Aunt
Helen Ginsberg, Mother
Heide Ginsberg, Aunt

Remembered by Beverly Wilets

In Memory of
Jules Aaron
Charlotte Aaron
Robert Aaron
Stanley Wirt
Miriam Wirt

Remembered by Donna and Ken Wirt

In Memory of
Seymour D. Wohl
Fannie & Dave Blumenfeld
Stan Wohl
Anita Rothschild
June Denenberg
Shelley Guio
Dorothea & Sam Spector
Joel Spector
Dorothy & Lew Wohl
Jamie Wohl
Lee & Jack Wohl
Jann Wilkerson
Gert Baer
Marcia & Neil Ehrenberg
Bert Cass
Kathy & Guy Edwards
Linc & Sally Endelman
Nancy Nagler
Kevin Runkle

***Forever in our hearts***

Remembered by Bonnie Wohl

In Memory of
Alex Brodsky
Beatrice Brodsky
Leonard Wolf
Gerry Wolf
Honey Barnett
Erika Brodsky
Peggy Frederick
Estelle Wolf
Janet DeBartolo
Debbie Coutant
Jack Barnett

Remembered by Sandy and Harriet Wolf
In Memory of
Joseph Bloom
Remembered by David, Michelle, Josh, and Aaron Wolf-Bloom

In Memory of
Judith Lee Reiser
Eugene Reiser
Louis Young
Barnet Rogers
Shirley and Albert Gordon
Arthur Wedner
Remembered by Anna and Jeff Young

In Memory of
Florence Steiner
Isaac Steiner
Martin Orzeck
Michael Orzeck
Beatrice Orzeck
Arthur Orzeck
Marilyn Orzeck
Ruth Kramer
Sydney Kramer
Rebecca Pomerantz
Jacob Pomerantz
Sarah Pomerantz
Morton Pomerantz
Sheldon Pomerantz
Solomon J. Zbriger
Sylvia Zbriger
Nina Zbriger
Joseph Zbriger
Rose Sapkovsky
Abraham Garde
Patricia Jensen
Morris Freeman
Violet Freeman
Evelyn Namm
Stan Samuelson
Remembered by Richard and Carol Zbriger

In Memory of
Freddy Zirl
Marilyn Zirl
Remembered by David and Lisa Zirl
Mourner's Kaddish

Yitgadal v'yitkadash sh'meih raba, b'alma di v'ra chiruteih.
V'yamlich malchuteih b'chayeichon uvyomeichon,
Uvchayei d'chol beit Yisrael —
Baagala uvizman kariv;
V'imru: Amen.

Y'hei sh'meih raba m'varach l'alum ul-almei almaya.
Yitbarach v'yishtabach v'yitpaar
V'yitromam v'yitinasei v'yit-hadar
V'yitaleh v'yit-halal sh'meih
d'kudsha — b'rich hu —
Leiila ul-eilla mikol birchata v'shirata,
Tushb'chata v'nechemata
daamiran b'alma;
V'imru: Amen.

Y'hei sh'lama raba min sh'maya,
V'chayim aleinu v'al kol Yisrael;
V'imru: Amen.

Oseh shalom bimromav,
Hu yaaseh shalom aleinu,
v'al kol Yisrael
V'al kol yoshvei teiveil;
V'imru: Amen.

Amen.
Elohim (1981)

Elohim, we pray in silence.

Please:

May the many works and ideals we share—unite us.
May the ever-so-few slights and differences that hurt, be quickly forgotten.
May errors committed by those we mourn today, fade fast.
May the happiness and love they gave us, not only bring solace, but gladness to remember them by.
May we be grateful for this life of security, or plenty, and of freedom, which our forebears provided for us….

For which they themselves slaved, and scraped, went hungry, and did without—fought and persevered.

Most of us have never known want, persecution, and degradation. Some have too soon forgotten.

Let us remember the Jewish Martyrs—from the Spanish Inquisition, and before, to the Six Million in our time…

All those who would not let Torah and Judaism perish.

Let us remember Him, who above all others, won the war of survival for us Jews, for all the persecuted, for all of mankind.

Let us also remember the men, women, and children, who—through loss of life and limb, loved ones, and by heroic deeds unheard of in the history of man—created the State of Israel for all Israelis, and for all Jews.

May we always remember their deeds, and do all in our power to insure that their sacrifices “shall not have been in vain.”

Let us remember the Freedom Fighters in our country, from William Lloyd Garrison and the Underground Railway, to the Freedom Riders of just a few years ago.

May all those with painfully incurable diseases be cured by one of your miracles after all….

Or find the eternal sleep they so desire.

Last, and always, Adonai—let us prove ourselves worthy of all your blessing. May we find awareness of the many opportunities you have provided us to make mitzvot, and give joy to those around us.

Let us not curse a fulfillment denied, a largess unreceived, an irritating but vital job that must be mastered.

Show us, Oh God, the way to real joy and satisfaction in the life you offer.

—Carl Baer (1918–1992)

“May their souls be bound up in enduring life.”

We invite you to visit the Shir Hadash Memorial Garden for quiet reflection surrounded by the memories of our loved ones.